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CVDI Call for Research for Year 10 Projects

Established in 2012, the Center for Visual and Decision Informatics (CVDI) is a National Science
Foundation (NSF) Industry University Cooperative Research Center (IUCRC) that works in partnership
with government, industry, and academia to develop the next-generation visual and decision support
tools and techniques that enable decision-makers to significantly improve the way their organization’s
information is organized and interpreted. 

The 2021 Spring CVDI Industry Advisory Board (IAB) Meeting will be held virtually on April  13-14, 2021
One of the important goals of the Spring IAB meeting is to identify research projects to be funded by the
Center for the upcoming year.

As an industry university cooperative research center, the industry and academic partners believe that
use-inspired research projects must explore innovations with a goal of transforming data into insights.
We particularly encourage work that transcends multiple areas of data science study that can be applied
across various domain areas, such as government, healthcare, sustainability, transportation, commerce,
and finance.

Year 10 - IAB Research Focus Areas

The IAB have identified the following research areas as the focus for Year 9 research proposals.
(See appendix for detailed descriptions of each focus area)

● Visualization and Data Analytics

● Artificial Intelligence

● Ethics

● Cybersecurity

● Human Centric

Year 10 – Submission Instructions
● Researcher completes a copy of the attached “Year 10 – Project Proposal” submission template

● Researcher forwards a copy of the completed “Year 10 – Project Proposal” submission form to

their university’s CVDI Site Director

● Site Director evaluates project proposal and ensures alignment with one or more IAB research

focus area and gains local IAB support for the project.

● Site Director completes the evaluation and approval portion of the “Year 10 – Project Proposal”

form and email a copy to Sally Johnson at sally.johnson@louisiana.edu no later than Friday,

April 2, 2021
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Year 10 - Research Proposal Evaluation Criteria

Site Directors will use the following criteria to evaluate and select the research proposals for submission
to the IAB for consideration as Year 9 projects:

a) Relevance to industrial needs & priorities (40%)
The research proposal is a priority of the current research directions of the Center and the IAB.
(Proposals are aligned with IAB issued Call for Research).

b) Clear workable methodology & plan (20%)
The approach is sound. The research proposal budget is reasonable. The tasks and timelines are
realistic.

c) Potential deliverables & products (15%)
The research proposal clearly identifies product deliverables as well as unique IP.

d) Opportunity for cross IAB and cross CVDI university site collaboration (15%)
The research proposal represents a collaborative effort between CVDI university sites. It is
relevant to at least one IAB member who will champion the research project. Projects that are
relevant to more than one IAB member are preferred.

e) Research team qualifications (10%)
The faculty members participating in the project are qualified to perform the research. If
applicable, this may be demonstrated by their performance as a project Principal Investigator on
prior research projects.

Year 10 - Project Submission Timeline

For more information about CVDI: www.nsfcvdi.org

For more information about the 2021 Spring IAB Meeting:
https://cvdiwiki.louisiana.edu/doku.php?id=meetings:spring2021:spring2021
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APPENDIX

Description of IAB Research Focus Areas

Visualization and Data Analytics
Artificial Intelligence

Ethics
Cybersecurity

Human Centric
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IAB Research Focus Area:
Visualization and Data Analytics

This call for research welcomes research submissions that advances Data Analytics and Visualization,
broadly conceived. Data analytics is the method of examining data sets (structured or unstructured) in
order to gain useful insights in order to draw conclusions. Data Visualization represents data in a visual
context by making explicit the trends and patterns inherent in the data. The research scope includes all
subareas of Data Analytics and Visualization, including (but not limited to) traditional topics such as
Visual Analytics, Predictive Analytics (including data mining, predictive modelling, and machine learning),
Interactive Visualization, Data Collection, Data Processing, Data Summarization and Data Cleaning.

We particularly encourage work that cuts across these technical areas and develops visualization and
data analytics techniques in the context of important application domains, such as government,
healthcare, sustainability, transportation, commerce, and finance. In addition, CVDI recognizes the
importance of research related to the ethics, accountability and transparency of how data analytics will
function in an increasing set complex of complex domains. As a result, research projects that address
innovative application of these technical areas to cross-cutting domains are of interest. As an
industry/university cooperative research center, the industry and academic partners believe that these
use-inspired research projects must deliver the inventions and new uses of visualization and data
analytics to a variety of domains with a goal of transforming data into insights.

Details of the relevant research project topics include but are not limited to:

● Visual Analytics and Interactive Visualization of Complex Datasets: visualization, virtual reality
simulation, modeling and training, visualization of big data sets, new tools, algorithms and software
in data visualization, and other methods to bring insights from multiple, large, heterogeneous,
unlinked data assets.

● Predictive Analytics and Deep Pattern Analysis: ability to cleanse, bridge, and apply standard
dimension mapping to large quantities of varied sources of data in order for it to feed disparate
business intelligence for multiple uses, lowering barriers to understanding data, building machine
learning, cleansing, munging techniques. Methodologies to consider include logic regression, time
series analysis and graphs/decision trees.

● The IAB indicated specific interest in the following data analytics and visualization areas:
o Edge Analytics Providing the ability to process imagery and video data at the edge.
o Massive Data Management: Data ingestion, data storage, multi-modal.
o Anomaly Detection for Computer Systems Health Monitoring including fraud detection and

credit risk management. Areas for focus include computer vision, edge networks, explainability
and ML/neural networks.

o Digital Biomarker Platform including visualization and prediction capabilities.
o Urban Informatics with geospatial representation.
o Human as an IoT Sensor including feedback, camera data and bio data.
o High Dimensional data visualization and pattern recognition.
o Predictive Analytics for ED volume prediction and syndromic surveillance.
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o Real Time Patient Risk Analytics including sepsis risks and drug seeking behavior
o Intelligent Classification including ontology based master patient indexing and medical chart

recognition and indexing.

We particularly encourage work that cuts across multiple areas of study related to data analytics and
visualization that can be applied across multiple domain areas, such as government, healthcare,
sustainability, transportation, commerce, and finance.
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IAB Research Focus Area:
Artificial Intelligence

As an industry university cooperative research center, the industry and academic partners believe that
these use-inspired research projects must deliver the inventions and new uses of artificial intelligence
(AI) and machine learning (ML) to a variety of domains.

This call for research welcomes research submissions that advances AI and ML, broadly conceived. The
research scope includes all subareas of AI and ML, including (but not limited to) traditional topics such as
search, knowledge representation, planning, reasoning, natural language processing, robotics and
perception, multi-agent systems, statistical learning and deep learning.

We particularly encourage work that cuts across these technical areas and develops AI techniques in the
context of important application domains, such as government, healthcare, sustainability, transportation,
commerce, and finance. In addition, CVDI recognizes the importance of research related to the ethics,
accountability and transparency of how AI systems will function in an increasing set complex of complex
domains. As a result, research projects that not only address innovative application of these technical
areas to cross-cutting domains, but also address such topics as Explainable or Transparent Artificial
Intelligence are of interest.

Details of the relevant research project topics include but are not limited to:

● Algorithms: Active Learning; AutoML; Boosting and Ensemble Methods; Classification; Clustering;

Collaborative Filtering; Components Analysis (e.g., CCA, ICA, LDA, PCA); Density Estimation;

Dynamical Systems; Kernel Methods; Large Margin Methods; Metric Learning; Missing Data; Model

Selection and Structure Learning; Multitask and Transfer Learning; Nonlinear Dimensionality

Reduction and Manifold Learning; Online Learning; Ranking and Preference Learning; Regression;

Relational Learning; Representation Learning; Semi-Supervised Learning; Similarity and Distance

Learning; Sparse Coding and Dimensionality Expansion; Sparsity and Compressed Sensing; Spectral

Methods; Stochastic Methods; Structured Prediction; Unsupervised Learning.

● Deep Learning: Adversarial Networks; Attention Models; Biologically Plausible Deep Networks; CNN

Architectures; Deep Autoencoders; Efficient Inference Methods; Efficient Training Methods;

Embedding Approaches; Few-Shot Learning Approaches; Generative Models; Interaction-Based Deep

Networks; Memory-Augmented Neural Networks; Meta-Learning; Neural Abstract Machines;

Optimization for Deep Networks; Predictive Models; Program Induction; Recurrent Networks;

Supervised Deep Networks; Virtual Environments; Visualization or Exposition Techniques for Deep

Networks.

● Reinforcement Learning and Planning: Decision and Control; Exploration; Hierarchical RL; Markov

Decision Processes; Model-Based RL; Multi-Agent RL; Navigation; Planning; Reinforcement Learning.

● Neuroscience and Cognitive Science: Auditory Perception; Brain Imaging; Brain Mapping; Brain

Segmentation; Brain--Computer Interfaces and Neural Prostheses; Cognitive Science; Connectomics;

Human or Animal Learning; Language for Cognitive Science; Memory; Neural Coding;
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Neuropsychology; Neuroscience; Perception; Plasticity and Adaptation; Problem Solving; Reasoning;

Spike Train Generation; Synaptic Modulation; Visual Perception.

● Applications: Activity and Event Recognition; Audio and Speech Processing; Body Pose, Face, and

Gesture Analysis; Communication- or Memory-Bounded Learning; Computational Biology and

Bioinformatics; Computational Photography; Computational Social Science; Computer Vision;

Denoising; Dialog- or Communication-Based Learning; Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency;

Game Playing; Hardware and Systems; Image Segmentation; Information Retrieval; Matrix and

Tensor Factorization; Motor Control; Music Modeling and Analysis; Natural Language Processing;

Natural Scene Statistics; Network Analysis; Object Detection; Object Recognition; Privacy, Anonymity,

and Security; Quantitative Finance and Econometrics; Recommender Systems; Robotics; Signal

Processing; Source Separation; Speech Recognition; Sustainability; Systems Biology; Text Analysis;

Time Series Analysis; Tracking and Motion in Video; Video Analysis; Video Segmentation; Visual

Features; Visual Question Answering; Visual Scene Analysis and Interpretation; Web Applications and

Internet Data.

We particularly encourage work that cuts across multiple areas of study related to AI that can be applied
across multiple domain areas, such as government, healthcare, sustainability, transportation, commerce,
and finance.
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IAB Research Focus Area:
Ethics

Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems exert a growing influence on our society. As they become more
ubiquitous, their potential negative impacts also become evident through various real-world incidents.

“As the use and impact of autonomous and intelligent systems (A/IS) become pervasive, we need to
establish societal and policy guidelines in order for such systems to remain human-centric, serving
humanity’s values and ethical principles. These systems have to behave in a way that is beneficial to people
beyond reaching functional goals and addressing technical problems. This will allow for an elevated level
of trust between people and technology that is needed for its fruitful, pervasive use in our daily lives.” (IEEE
Ethically Aligned Design – Version II, 2018)

The growing influence and decision-making capacities of Autonomous systems and Artificial Intelligence
in our lives force us to consider the values embedded in these systems. But how ethics should be
implemented into these systems?

“Artificial intelligence and software robots are used more often also by authorities thus changing the
operations and procedures. The use of new technologies and systems has manifold impacts from the point
of view of citizens, civil servants and the whole society. The ethical functioning reflecting the prevailing
values and the consequent trust in the society should remain also in the era of AI.
AI in the authority use may be seen as the origin for ethical issues. However, AI may open many
opportunities as well such as offering different solutions for quality improvement. Therefore, AI, if applied
in a wise way, can be an enabler for an ethical and acceptable societal change and at its best even solve
the ethical and acceptability problems in the society” (Artificial intelligence in authority use - ethical and
societal acceptance issues, 2019)

Following such early incidents, academic and public discussion on AI ethics has highlighted the need for
implementing ethics in AI system development.  Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Autonomous Systems (AS)
have become increasingly prevalent in software development endeavors, changing the role of ethics in
software development. One key difference between conventional software systems and AI systems is
that the idea of active users in the context of AI systems can be questioned. More often than not,
individuals are simply objects for AI systems that they either perform actions upon or use for data
collection purposes. On the other hand, users of AI systems are usually organizations as opposed to
individuals.

However, despite the increasing activity in the area of AI ethics, there is currently a gap between
research and practice. Few empirical studies on the topic exist, and the state of practice remains largely
unknown. The IEEE Ethically Aligned Design guidelines have suggested that they have not been widely
adopted by practitioners.

To categorize the field of AI ethics three categories have been presented (Dignum, 2018):
(1) Ethics by Design - Integrating ethics into system behavior

(2) Ethics in Design -Software development methods etc. supporting implementation of ethics

(3) Ethics for Design - Standards etc. that ensure the integrity of developers and users
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IAB Research Focus Area:
Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity is a critical area of research as it addresses society’s increasing reliance on the connections
between the physical world, people, hardware, software, networks, data, privacy and ethics. As these
interconnections increase, so do vulnerabilities, which can expose the fragile nature of these systems
and if exploited, cause irreparable damage. As such, research to improve the security and resilience of
these systems is critical, and requires multi/interdisciplinary research that explores the ways in which we
design, build and operate cyber-physical systems, virtual networks and ecosystems.

This call for research welcomes research submissions that advances innovations in cybersecurity across
multiple technical and applied business domains. Projects are encouraged to leverage expertise and
research from one or more of the following areas: computing, communication and information sciences;
software and hardware engineering; economics; mathematics; statistics; and social and behavioral
sciences.

Relevant research project topics could include but are not limited to topics such as those noted below:
● Access control, Accountability, Anonymity, Application security, Cryptography with applied

relevance to security and privacy, Attacks and defenses, Authentication, Censorship and

censorship-resistance, Cloud security, Distributed systems security, Embedded systems security,

Forensics, Formal methods for security, Hardware security, Human aspects of security and

privacy, Intrusion detection, Malware, Metrics, Mobile security and privacy, Language-based

security, Network security, Privacy-preserving systems, Protocol security, Secure information

flow, Security and privacy policies, Security architectures, System security, Web security and

privacy

Several example project topic areas are noted below - these should be considered as examples only and
are meant to inspire possible research areas for CVDI project teams.

● Risk and mitigation related to the field of Artificial Intelligence with potential emphasis on

defending trained models against model inversion, membership inference and developing

countermeasures against techniques that may exploit supervised and unsupervised learning

models.

● Adoption of advanced techniques to enable warning and prediction of significant cyber events

before they occur, leveraging predictive analytics, AI, ML and inputs or sensors from not typically

associated with the cyber domain

● Multi-dimensional threat-detection leveraging combinations of AI techniques

● Leveraging advanced cryptography for Privacy Preservation while deploying AI techniques across

multiple parties for cognitive decision-making use case
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We particularly encourage work that cuts across multiple areas of study related to cybersecurity that can
be applied across multiple domain areas, such as government, healthcare, sustainability, transportation,
commerce, and finance.
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IAB Research Focus Area:
Human Centric

During research when all senses are tuned to innovating mode, we tend to forget the human
perspective. We are underestimating the value of humans as core data source. Humans provide a host
for the most advanced IoT sensors ever created and we need to understand the best approach to
leverage our brains capacity to perform real-time intelligence as well as researching how we integrate
human responses along with evolving artificial sensors.

This call for research welcomes research submissions that focuses human centric design by involving the
human perspective in all steps of the problem-solving process. We challenge to research how to utilize
real time data-collection from humans to ensure future digital services (or digital twins) to create real
value for end-users.

Details of the relevant research project topics include but are not limited to:

● Biofeedback: Real-time feedback using example light wearable biosensors. End-user energy
levels, performance measurement, happiness, different stress levels, recovery.

● Bioprofiling: Like fingerprints, human bioprofiles are unique. It is must to create profile before
we can get reliable data for real-time feedback including light wearables.

● People Flow Analytics: Using indoor positioning of people to measure interactions, space usage,
and work types.

● Camera Fee Analytics of People Interactions and Feelings: Moods, interaction types and
collaboration.

● Sound Analytics: Moods, interaction types and collaboration. Can be used together with video
analytics to get better reliable data.

● Digital Interactions between End-users: Analyze collaboration between people in different
platforms like email, intranet, chat, and group chat communities.

● Real-time Analytics of Written Feedback (intranet or social media): Virtual real-time feedback
box that organizes feedback to different stakeholders and can identify urgency levels. Future
prediction from weak signals. End-user experience real-time.

● Touch and Gesture Analytics: IoT and other building automation hardware used for collecting
feedback or do adjustments (Example: air quality thermostat controllers).
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